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 * These are the. Items may require you to enter the "NTSC Codes" or use the "TV Games" code. * These codes do not work
with the PAL version of the game. * This one can be used for all of the games on the collection, except for Need For Speed
Undercover. * These codes are for the NES version of the games. * Not compatible with the Genesis/Megadrive versions of
Need for Speed. * If you use the code "TV Games" the game will not work with most TVs. For some TVs, you can't use this
code. * Press B, R, L, START, Y, O, and UP to advance. * Keep entering commands until the system crashes or you enter a

code that doesn't do anything. * These codes are based on games that you have on the Game Genie Discs. * Use these codes to
activate 2D maps and then change the volume to zero. * The codes listed above do not work with the NES version of Need for
Speed. * The codes listed above will not work with the Genesis/Megadrive versions of Need for Speed. * To see a list of all of

the cheats, use the code "Generate Cheat Codes". * Enter "Main Menu" to see the cheat codes that you have. * Try not to use all
of the codes in a row because it will crash the system. * This is for the PC version of the games. * The codes listed above do not
work with the PC version of Need for Speed. * These codes are for the arcade games. * These codes are for the SNES version

of the games. * Use the code "TV Games" to play the SNES version of the games on your TV. 82157476af
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